“The Gap Year program is designed to help find
your strengths and weaknesses and help you find
the right path. You work with amazing people,
live in community, and have fun.”

Grace Adventures

Ascent Gap-Year Program
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What is the Ascent Gap-Year Program?
The Ascent Gap-Year Internship program is to provide High School graduates with a short-term, full-time, real ministry experience.
That is, they will be equipped both personally and professionally in character based servant leadership. It is our desire that each
Ascent student would leave with a better understanding of him or herself, have clear direction of God’s purpose for their life, and
an action plan to fulfill that purpose.

Academics
The choice between college and the workplace is scary. With the rising costs of college tuitions, going in without a plan can be
frustrating and expensive. That’s why a Gap Year is important. The Ascent Gap Year Program will give you the freedom to explore
options, find your passions, and will focus on intentional education to leave prepared for any path.
Core Curriculums Include:
• Character and Leadership Development
• Biblical Studies and Worldview Formation
• Career Life Skills
• People/ Team Management Skills
• Personal Finances
• Healthy Relationships

No two students learn at the same pace or style.
The Ascent Program offers a variety of
ways to learn both inside the classroom and out.
Students will get the chance to learn during:
• Practicum time
• Self-directed study
• Lectures and discussions
• Bible Study Groups
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Why Take A Gap Year?
More and more colleges and universities are supporting students who choose to forego college in favor of a Gap Year.
Studies have shown that students who take a Gap Year benefit from:
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                 The importance and benefits of Gap Years have been reported on by sources such as Forbes and NBC News.

Spiritual Growth
We believe that a vital and growing relationship with Jesus Christ is central to our lives. That is why the Ascent Gap Year Program is
focused on teaching Biblical principles, living in Christian Community, and encouraging involvement in the local church.
Ascent students will have the chance to live and work in a Christian organization, have personal spiritual coaching, and be
challenged in their beliefs through Christian literature and teaching.

Additional Information
Features of the Ascent Program:
• Tuition based program
• Housing provided on campus
• Meals available when serving
• Program duration September through May
Qualifications:
• Must be at least 18 years old
• Must be able to lift, bend, and twist
• Able to communicate well

Apply Today!
Applications for the Ascent GapYear are available online or by calling our office at (231) 873-3662

“Ascent ultimately is a
step back from the social
norm of rushing off to
college or work. For
all the people who are
saying, ‘ I don’t know’ to
so many things, this is
the much needed break
from all the outside
pressures, where you
have the chance to figure
things out on your own.
Your chance to find
out who you are. Your
chance to find out what
you’re gifted in.”

Graduation
Graduates are eligible for college credit through Grace Bible College’s Adult & Online Education
Program which has degrees in Leadership and Ministry, Business, and Human Services.
Ascent Graduates will also receive a Certificate of Completion from Grace Adventures
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